WINTER VILLAGE AT BRYANT PARK
Union Square Events, the catering business of Union Square Hospitality Group

Contact: Emily Giove, Event Sales Manager
646-747-5348 egiove@unionsquareevnts.com

BANK OF AMERICA WINTER
V I L L A G E AT PA R K

Winter Village at Bryant Park is quintessential New York City with
world-class shopping and an outdoor ice skating rink.
Union Square Events, the catering business of Danny Meyer’s
Union Square Hospitality Group, has partnered with Bryant Park
to bring our brand of enlightened hospitality and culinary
excellence to Overlook, a private event space at Bank of America
Winter Village at Bryant Park for the fourth year in a row.
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EVENTS AT OVERLOOK
Bank of America Winter Village at Bryant Park features
Overlook, a private event space adjacent to
the ice skating rink, with catering by Union Square Events.
▪ Perfect for holiday parties, corporate events, receptions,
dinners, product launches, media events, fundraisers,
birthday parties and more
▪ The event space features floor-to-ceiling views of Bank of
America Winter Village at Bryant Park and Midtown
Manhattan

▪ Flexible floor plans and seating arrangements, turnkey décor
and A/V solutions
▪ 17,000 SF outdoor ice skating rink; special rates for ice
skating packages available for all events
▪ Customized menus created by our culinary team

▪ Open daily from late October through early March
▪ Located in the heart of Midtown Manhattan, one block from
Times Square and Grand Central Terminal and close to all
midtown subways including the F, M, B, D, 4, 5, 6, N, Q, R, 7
lines.
▪ Unmatched setting to entertain in New York City during the
winter season
▪ Union Square Events is proud to partner with food rescue
organization, Transfernation, which will redistribute any
leftover food to a local feeding program.
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OVERLOOK
Second floor, 2,725+ square foot private event space with floor-to-ceiling windows overlooking the skating rink and midtown
Manhattan.
• Up to 250 guests for standing cocktail receptions
• Up to 150 guests for seated dinners
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OVERLOOK – COCKTAIL BUFFET
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OVERLOOK – SEATED DINNER
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OVERLOOK – COCKTAIL RECEPTION
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U N I O N S Q UA R E E V E N T S
Hospitality is a dialogue. We look forward to
collaborating with you and bringing your vision to life.
Union Square Events is the catering business of Union Square
Hospitality Group. We work closely with you to produce customized
experiences and events that will live on in your memory long after the

last plate has been cleared.
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“I want to personally thank you for all
the hard work and passion that went
into the Robin Hood Benefit…
It was a pleasure partnering with you, and while it was
a busy evening and there was not time for a big catch
up, I do hope that the evening was a great one for
you. We look forward to the next time we can make
magic together.”
- David Stark, Event Designer

“Our wedding [was] gloriously handled
by Union Square Events…
Your team managed everything with perfection,
aplomb and smiles, not to mention impeccable timing.
Of course, I’m not surprised that guests raved about the
food, but every curveball that came to the team even in
final moments before the party was met with grace and
professional answers and alternatives. There was
thought, style and class behind every solution.”
- Private Wedding Client
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